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Yunsa tender call begins today at price of TRY4.34 per share
BRSA announced draft regulation reducing instalments to 3 months
for mobile phones prices higher than TRY3.5K
Automotive Sector: Strong December light vehicle sales was
encouraging

MARKET SUMMARY
Local equities pointing to a lower open in line with global equities while
intensifying geopolitical tension that would keep risk assets on
defense. USD/TRY pair seen little changed in the early morning, just above
5.97 handle while macro agenda is silent for the day. Given worries over
potential retaliation from Iran, local equities likely to drift lower throughout
the day with supports at 113.1k ‐ 112.6k and resistances at 114k ‐ 114.8k
for BIST‐100.
EVENTS CALENDAR
Date
7‐Jan
8‐Jan
8‐Jan
10‐Jan

Period

Dec
Oct

Data
Budget Gudiance by Akbank
Budget Gudiance by Garanti & Isbank
Cash Budget Balance
Unemployment Rate

Last

TRY7.9bn
13.8%

COMPANY and SECTOR NEWS
Yunsa (YUNSA TI) announced tender call for floating shares on the BIST
commence today (January 6) at price of TRY4.34 per share and will be for a
period of 15 days ending on January 24. The Capital Markets Board gave
approval for the tender call on January 2. Majority shares of 57.88% in Yunsa
were acquired by Surmegoz Tekstil that prompted the tender call.
A new BRSA draft regulation reduces the number of monthly instalments for
mobile phones with a price tag of more than TRY3,500 to three, in order to
curtail imports. Once enacted the regulation will likely have some negative
impact on demand and so is negative for listed mobile phone distributors
Indeks Bilgisayar (INDES TI), Datagate (DGATE TI) and Teknosa (TKNSA TI).
Automotive Sector: According to data from Turkey’s Automotive
Distributors Association, total light vehicle (LV) registrations (passenger cars
plus light commercial vehicles) posted 16% y/y increase to 90.5k units (well
below 10y December average of 127k). Recall that Nov‐Dec 2018 retail sales
were supported by tax cuts (VAT on CVs was pulled down to 1% from 18%,
the SCT on bulk of the PCS with engine sizes below 1,600cc was reduced by
15pt) and tailor made campaigns launched by companies to induce demand.
Hence, similar to what we had seen in November, we were anticipating a
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flat y/y performance. Nevertheless, December sales brought 4Q19 and full‐year LV sales volume to 198k and 479k,
respectively denoting +26% and ‐23% y/y changes. Our take on December data is positive, particularly for Tofas and Ford
Otosan. Passenger car (PC) and LCV sales were up 16% and 17% y/y to 71k and 20k units, respectively. This brings 4Q19
volumes to 159k PCs and 39k LCVs; +28% and +16% y/y rise. Against the 46% y/y plunge in overall LV sales during the 8M19
period, the sector saw a V‐shaped recovery in the remaining 4‐months (+33%) thanks to improving consumer confidence and
easing loan rates.
-

-

-

Tofas’ sales were up 54% in Dec to 18.9k units (+62% y/y 4Q19) driven by 57% jump in PC sales. PC market
share surged to 19.5% in Dec vs. 14.4% in Dec’18. We expect some normalization in Tofas’ PC market share and
recovery in its LCV market share in 2020.
Ford Otosan’s total domestic sales were up 33% y/y to 10.1k units in Dec (+41% in 4Q19). Given Ford Otosan’s
focus on exports and its willingness to cede market share, if necessary, to support profitability, our take on the
monthly figures of the company is slightly positive.
Dogus Otomotiv saw its total sales decline 15% y/y in Dec to 12.1k units (+20% in 4Q19), which we think is
related to insufficient stock levels to meet unprecedented demand recovery in 4Q19.

Valuations no longer warrant an Outperform rating for Tofas. We are raising our TP for Tofas to TRY27.00/share (prev.
TRY24.40/share) to reflect better than expected sales performance in the domestic market. However, the stock posted a 42%
nominal gain and outperformed BIST 100 index by 25% since our upgrade report dated 24 September. And at 2020F
EV/EBITDA of 5.6x, the stock is no longer offering a meaningful discount to its EM peers. Hence, we are cutting our rating for
Tofas to Neutral (prev. Outperform).
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